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ABSTRACT

The present literature spots some of the elements, in which pupils who are deaf or hard of hearing seem to face important obstacles in their endeavor for inclusion. In light of the aforementioned situation we searched and focalized a group with effective and functional inclusion practices according to the contemporary bibliography. These practices were grouped in four axes of inclusive though and action. (a) practices which concern the people involved in inclusion (b) practices for the development of school environment (c) teaching practices (d) practices for the development of communication and socialization. Cooperation amongst the involved people puzzles a considerable part of relative bibliography while it seems that further research is necessary for featuring inclusive practices through educational act.

INTRODUCTION

Inclusion

Taking into consideration the variation of student’s population, inclusive education consists of a fundamental axis of action for the majority of contemporary educational systems (Zoidaki & Thymakis, 2013). One range of educational systems globally has turned into the construction of inclusive learning environments The term inclusive education tries to cover multiple educational fields of differentiation such as race, sexuality, unemployment, poverty, pupils with low school achievement, disabled people … (Booth & Ainscow, 1998). The focus of attention in inclusive schools is in the construction of a system which will include all children and will also serve everybody’s needs (Stainback, Stainback & Jackson, 1992). Furthermore, Liassidou (2007) claims that in inclusive frames pupil’s individuality should
always be respected. Moreover as Mani (2003) stresses inclusion is an ideology, not a program. The declaration of the United Nations for Education for All (UNESCO, 1994), seems to have played a crucial role in the expansion of the aforementioned inclusive way of thinking in education.

Pupils who are deaf or hard of hearing and inclusion
The term inclusive education has a positive ideological hypostasis nevertheless its application has encountered negative confrontation from some Deaf/Hard of Hearing (DHH), communities. These communities seem to consider it as «a form of oppression» and that it does not boost parity as far as it concerns communication (Storbeck & Martin, 2013), since in mainstream schools oral language is used and not sign language. Moreover, Kristoffersen and Simonsen, (2012) detected many researches which indicate that pupils with DHH have lower level of literacy when compared with their hearing coetaneous. They also refer that pupils with DHH face difficulties during their interaction in simple as well as in more complicated educational situations (Kristoffersen & Simonsen, 2012). Futhermore, pupils who are DHH, have provenly lower academic achievement (Marschark, Spencer, Adams & Sapere, 2011b).

Aim of the study
The aforementioned situation in combination with the fact that DHH people are considered a vulnerable population in environmental threats (Kavazidou, 2012), molds a difficult framework for inclusive application. Having in mind the demand for DHH students’ inclusion the adoption of functional and effective educational inclusive practices is extremely important. It is also purposeful from the scope that it will help reversing the negative image that in general lines the results of inclusion seem to show for this population.

METHOD
For the present study contemporary bibliography concerning the appliance of inclusive education of DHH was collected, paralleled and contemplated.

RESULTS
Inclusion practices relative with the involved people
Initially, a key role in the accomplishment of inclusion seems to be the close cooperation between the people involved in it (Anamica & Mryuntunyaja, 2012; Antia, 1999; Eriks-Brophy, et. al., 2006; Freire & Cesar, 2003; Power & Hyde, 2003). This collaboration refers to the interplay amongst special needs teachers, mainstream teachers, special educator personnel (speech therapists, physiologist’s e.t.c.), parents of DHH children, DHH unions, DHH children and adults and it is proposed in multiple shapes. Especially, concerning the relation between special and mainstream educators flexibility is required as far as it concerns apportion of roles, information and sources in a field of broad spectrum (Antia, Stinson & Gonter-Gaustad, 2002). Moreover, for the improvement of inclusive conditions the realization of inner functional
training is suggested as well as a critical reflection day (Correa-Torres, 2008). Unambiguously constructive and positive cooperation constitutes a precondition and can support all the rest axes of inclusive practices that are deployed below. The need for utilization of teachers who are skilled experienced and qualified for the cover of DHH needs is of utmost importance (Powers, 2002).

Practises for the modulation of an inclusive spatial learning environment

Primarily an inclusive classroom for DHH pupils should be chosen to be placed in the quietest part of the school building. The classroom should be sound insulated (for example with carpets) and the desks should be placed in a semicircle pattern for better visual contact (Nikolaraizi, 2011). Teachers are suggested to speak in a natural way, to be as close as possible to DHH pupils and their faces should be illuminated (Conway, 1990). Pupils with DHH should seat in such a manner so that the natural light will be behind them and from the side with the better hearing ear near to the place where the teacher stands. (Lampropoulou, Chatzikakou & Vlachou, 2003).

Inclusive teaching practises

As far as it concerns inclusive teaching practices Correa-Torres (2008) points out the formulation of a common program for all pupils with the help of friend-partners which will support DHH pupils as well as working in groups and team assignments with alternate members.

From the angle of cognitive education the required adjustments concern the decrease of the pace in providing activities and elaborative clarification and display mainly in the development of their vocabulary (Storbeck & Martin, 2013). Furthermore qualified teachers of DHH pupils report as meaningful teaching strategies the usage of diagrams, tables and visualized material as well as playful activities aiming at the presentation of similarities and differences amongst the meanings (Marschark, Spencer, Adams & Sapere, 2011a). Moreover the need for diversification in teaching is stressed by intending in easier targets and simplifying educational content (Angelides & Aravi, 2006). Lastly it is essential for teachers to be sure that DHH pupils have fully understand the given instructions for the assigned tasks or their homework. (Vermeulen, Denessen & Knoors, 2012).

Practises for developing socialization and communication in an inclusive framework

Contemporary bibliography suggests some effective practices for the development of the DHH people’s socialization and communication. More specifically active participation of DHH pupils in extracurricular activities, the boost of regular and successful interactions amongst DHH and hearing pupils as well as interaction within DHH pupils is recommended (Powers, 2002). Similarly, gradual attenuation of interactions between teacher pupils should be impelled as well as the empowerment of the interaction amongst pupils with a parallel growth of social skills of pupils who are DHH (Hyde, Ohna & Hjulstadt,
Moreover Tzimas and Lampropoulou (2007) propose educational visit exchanges between mainstream schools with schools and deaf communities. They further suggest to issue and hand out a brochure with the communicative needs of people who are DHH with simple advises (such as while you are speaking don’t cover your face). Thus it is considered crucial to provide interpretation in sign language in every activity and lesson of the school curriculum (Slobodzian, 2011) from qualified people who are sufficient in sign language (Doherty, 2012).

CONCLUSION
Undoubtedly the modulation of a successful and functional inclusive educational environment for DHH pupils is a real challenge. Truly cooperation between the involved people seem to puzzle a plethora of researchers. The present study proposes four basic axes of action in a practical level for including DHH pupils as indicated from the critical review of the contemporary bibliography. These axes which were analyzed in the results is high likely to benefit significantly inclusive efforts if they are developed in their total.

However the need for intensive research which will indicate practices drawn from everyday educational practices by documenting these axes is obvious. In this case inclusion of DHH people will obtain a more positive perspective and teachers a useful and practical manual.
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